
The Need for Clear 
Communication…

There is a lot of chatter within and 

about the United Methodist Church. 

We need to give some time and 

attention to what has happened, 

what is happening, what might 

happen, and what we may need to 

do for ourselves, our congregations, 

and our communities in the 

foreseeable future. 
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The Proposed 
Separation of 

the UMC 

What you need to know

Freely Pilfered and Majorly  Adapted from Mike Womack, Lay Member of Indiana 
Annual Conference, Member of Mt. Auburn UMC in Greenwood, Indiana since 1972 

An Evangelical, Orthodox, 
Global Perspective
Rev. Dr. Scott N. Field

Elder, Northern Illinois Conference 
(Retired)



Some questions for 
United Methodists in the 
Northern Illinois Conference

• Is the United Methodist Church 

splitting up?

• Do we have to vote and maybe divide 

our congregation?

• Why stay with the NIC… or why go?
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Outline of the 
Presentation

1. The origin and nature of the 
conflict

2. What is the “Protocol of 
Reconciliation & Grace 
Through Separation”? 

3. What does this mean for the 
NIC, your congregation, and 
for you?

4. What steps might be helpful 
now?
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“A Failed Experiment in Methodist 
Unity” 

by Professor Dale Coulter
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“Was there ever a United Methodist Church? The opening of the Protocol states that the UMC 
“and its members . . . have fundamental differences regarding their understanding and 
interpretation of Scripture, theology and practice.” But this line could have been written in 
1968. Methodist theologian Albert Outler basically said as much at the time. These differences 
drove the 1972 decision to ground the way forward in theological pluralism. The basis of the 
UMC became organizational unity (connectionalism) with a commitment to theological 
diversity. But connectionalism lacks the depth needed to sustain any form of Methodism.”

“I wrote last year that the two coalitions represented at the 2019 General Conference were two 
denominations trying to be born. The committee that proposed the Protocol has attempted to 
serve as midwife for this birth.” (First Things, January, 2020. Dr. Coulter is Associate Professor of Historical Theology at The Divinity 

School, Regent University.)

The seed for a split was 
planted at the start



What is theological 
pluralism?

• There is a center and 
circumference to our beliefs 
as United Methodists. 

• The center is comprised of 
the “essentials”, the 
foundational teachings of the 
church, an agreed upon 
source or sources of “how we 
know what we know to be 
true.”

• The circumference is the 
outer boundary of practices 
and understandings beyond 
which we are no longer 
agreed on the “essentials” or 
their authority.
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Theological pluralism has created at least 
three constituencies in the UMC

• Traditionalist (aka Evangelical, Conservative, Orthodox)

• Centrist (aka Moderates, Institutionalists)

• Progressives (aka Liberals, Liberationists)

Each constituency has several advocacy groups working to promote 
their sincerely held beliefs.  
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Who are the Advocacy Groups?

• Traditionalist (aka Evangelical, 
Conservative, Orthodox)
• Confessing Movement

• Wesleyan Covenant Association

• Good News 

• UM Action

• Centrist
(Moderates/Institutionalists)
• Mainstream UMC/UMCNext /Uniting 

Methodists

• Progressives (aka 

Liberationists, Liberal)

• Reconciling Ministries 

Network

• Methodists in New Directions

• Love Prevails/UMForward

• Queer Clergy Caucus

• Room for All/Resist Harm

• Liberation Methodist Cnxn
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Traditionalists

Progressives

Centrists

But what if the center is 
ignored and the 
boundaries are purposely 
disregarded?

Liberationists



A little related 
off-roading…

History, theology, 

epistemology, and 

the ideology that 

brings us to our 

current impasse.
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Insight from John Wesley

“… a catholic spirit is not speculative latitudinarianism. The catholic spirit is 

not indifference toward all beliefs. Such doctrinal apathy is the product of 

hell, not the offspring of heaven. …Persons of a truly catholic spirit do not 

continually search for spiritual truth. In their understanding of the main tenets 

of Christian doctrine, they are as fixed as the sun. Of course, they are always 

ready to hear and consider whatever challenges their religious principles. 

This openness, however, does not indicate any uncertainty of mind and does 

not result in religious vacillation. The person who is doctrinally stable does 

not limp between two opposite opinions or vainly try to blend them together. 
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“Keep this in mind, you people who do not know what you 
believe and yet claim to have a catholic spirit. You make this 
claim only because you are people with cloudy minds and 
confused understandings. You have no settled, consistent 
principles. Rather, you approve the muddling together of all 
opinions. Know definitely that you have completely missed your 
way. You do not realize where you are. You think you are into the 
very spirit of Christ, when in truth you are nearer the spirit of 
antichrist. Go first and learn the basic truths of the gospel of 
Christ…”

John Wesley’s sermon, “Catholic Spirit”.  John Wesley on Christian Practice: The Standard Sermons in 
Modern English, Volume III. Edited by Kenneth Cain Kinghorn. (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2003, 
pages 116, 117)



LGBTQIA+ concerns are the presenting issues; 
the underlying issues are much deeper

“…the entirety of my ministry as an ordained pastor has … been 

framed by the underlying tension of divergent views within the UM 

Church on not just human sexuality but also the authority of 

scripture, the nature of revelation, the role of missions, the 

application of social justice, and even the identity and divinity of 

Christ. And in the whole of it what we have discovered as a church is 

that for all of its merits, there are also limitations to the grand idea of 

pluralism.
Rev. Dr. Chappell Temple, Lead Pastor, Christ United Methodist Church, Sugar Land Texas 

https://wesleyancovenant.org/2020/01/16/a-protocol-for-peace/
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“I have thought I am creature of a day, passing 
through life as an arrow through the air. I am a spirit 
come from God and returning to God; just hovering 
over the great gulf, till a few moments hence I am no 
more seen. I drop into an unchangeable eternity! I 
want to know one thing, the way to heaven--how to 
land safe on that happy shore. God himself has 
condescended to teach the way: for this very end he 
came from heaven. He hath written it down in a book. 
O give me that book! At any price give me the Book 
of God! I have it. Here is knowledge enough for me. 
Let me be homo unius libri [a man of one book].”
(John Wesley in the preface to his Collected Sermons)



By 1972 we had expanded 
our sources for determining 
what we  believe.

• Scripture

• Tradition

• Reason

• Experience

15Dr. Albert Outler
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Theological 
Orientation of 
U.S. United 
Methodists

UM Communications Poll, 

February 2019

How United Methodists self-identify:
44% Conservative-Traditional
28% Moderate-Centrist
20% Progressive-Liberal
8% Unsure

What is the most authoritative source for 
personal theology?

Traditionalists 71% Scripture or 
Tradition

Progressives 72%, Reason or 
Experience

What should be the primary focus of The 
United Methodist Church?

Traditionalists 88% said Saving Souls
Progressives 68% said Social 

Justice



From Bishop Karen Oliveto

in a Yellowstone 

Conference Facebook post, 

Aug. 19, 2018
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“Too many folks want to box Jesus in .. create 
an idol out of him. … [He] was as human as 
you and me. Like you and me, he didn’t have 
his life figured out. He was still growing, 
maturing, putting the pieces together about 
who he was and what he was supposed to do. 
We might think of him as the Rock of Ages, 
but he was more like a hunk of clay, forming 
and reforming himself in relation to God.

…if Jesus didn’t have to know it all innately, 
but rather could grow into new and deeper 
understanding through an openness to God’s 
people [even those he formerly discounted], 
maybe if Jesus could change his mind then 
maybe so can we!”

Traditionalists & 
Progressives 
tend toward a 
different 
understanding 
of Jesus



From the website, 

ProgressiveChristianity.org
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Traditionalists & 
Progressives 
tend toward a 
different 
understanding 
of Jesus

“… the teachings of Jesus provide but one of 
many ways to experience the Sacredness and 
Oneness of life, and that we can draw from 
diverse sources of wisdom in our spiritual 
journey.”

“The earthly Jesus was a Spirit-filled, first 
century Jew who embodied the presence of 
God in his own life and ministry and is 
therefore our guide and inspiration for a life 
dedicated to God.”



…this I know, for the 
Bible tells me so?

Christians have experienced 

a fifty-year history by some 

scholars and church leaders 

to problematize the way we 

read the Bible’s texts related 

to sex, sexuality, gender, 

marriage, and family. 

Christopher Seitz, The Character of 

Christian Scripture: The Significance of a 

Two Testament Bible(Grand Rapids: Baker, 

2011, pp. 176-177)
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Three Phases in the process of “problematizing” 
the Bible over the past 50 years. 
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1) Re-evaluate passages on same-sex practices.  These texts have been 
misunderstood for centuries. No one has interpreted them correctly until now. 
Examples would be poor hospitality as the sin of Sodom (Gen.19) or “unnatural” 
same-sex practices (Rom. 1:18-32).

2)The Bible does condemn same-sex sexual activity, but it does not provide 
norms on such issues of sexual ethics; it provides rough guidelines on how to make 
decisions. Acts 15 is a model for this kind of decision-making.

3) What the Bible teaches about same-sex sexual practices is irrelevant; ancient 
writers were unaware of the modern practice of monogamous, faithful homosexual 
relationships, the “gay gene”, or same-sex orientation. We now know better than the 
Bible.



This process has had a long-lasting, 
undermining impact on our 
seminaries, pastors, and bishops. 

• Pastors are sent to “correct” congregations 

from their simple, personal faith in Jesus. 

• Many seminary scholars, bishops, and 

pastors dismiss the uniqueness of Jesus, 

the gospel of salvation, the pursuit of 

holiness, and the prospect of judgment.

• The Bible, and our curriculum for children, 

youth, and adults, is “corrected” to fit 

contemporary cultural values. 
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The choice before us is between 

remaining part of a religious 

institution  that has capitulated to 

the elitist, secular, largely North 

American, politicization of the 

Christian faith or starting fresh as 

an orthodox, evangelical, global 

Wesleyan witness to the matchless 

Lord, Jesus Christ. 

Remember: this is my summary. 

My Short-Hand Summary of the Choice Before United 
Methodist Clergy, Laity, and Congregations



Progressive? Traditionalist?

• Capitulated to culture

• Elitist: Clergy/Academic led

• Secular

• North American/European

• Politicization

• Primary Mission: Political 
Reform

• Orthodox

• Evangelical

• Global

• Wesleyan

• Primary mission: 
communicating the 
transforming Gospel of Jesus 
Christ
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Jesus, after all, did not 
say, “If anyone would 
come after me, they 
should drift with the tide 
of contemporary opinion 
polls, fit in with the culture 
around them, and 
generally do whatever 
comes naturally.” 

We have a real choice with real consequences



The presenting issues now relate to sexuality, gender identity, 
sexual behavior, and, more specifically, candidates for 
Christian marriage and ordination for Christian ministry.

But behind the presenting issues are 

related, foundational understandings.

For example:

• The nature, authority, and 

interpretation of Scripture

• What it means to be part of the 

“one holy, catholic, and apostolic 

church”.

• What is “the communion of saints”?
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Back on the Road
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Didn’t the Special General Conference of 2019 settle 
this once and for all?

• Rejected several plans to 

remove the “incompatability” 

language in the Book of 

Discipline

• Rejected the One Church Plan 

promoted by the Council of 

Bishops

• Adopted the “Traditional Plan” 

which left standards regarding 

marriage and ordination in 

place.
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Resistance 
and 
Rejection

• Openly Lesbian Bishop Karen Oliveto
continues to serve in the Western Jurisdiction.

• WJ Bishops have declared their Jurisdiction 
to be a “safe harbor” for LGBTQIA+ clergy.

• 8 Annual Conferences ordained LGBTQIA+ 
clergy during  summer 2019; including NIC.

• NIC Straw Poll at Annual Conference Session 
(June 2019): 84% reject current Book of 
Discipline / 15% affirm current Book of 
Discipline



An Impasse with Irreconcilable 
Differences

• Traditionalists have the 

majority of General 

Conference votes and 

will have for 

foreseeable future. 

• Progressives will 

continue to control 

accountability 

mechanisms in the 

UMC for the 

foreseeable future.
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Limited 
Options for 
the Future

Dissolve the UMC and form 2 or more new 
denominations – the legal complexities and 
challenges of this option make it virtually 
impossible and highly undesirable.

Progressives leave and form a new 
denomination – For a Traditionalist, this seems 
to be the fairest option; progressives, however, 
have vowed to stay, resist, and disrupt.

Traditionalists leave and form a new 
denomination – the only viable option to get 
beyond the arguing and the defiance.



Protocol of 
Reconciliation 
& Grace 
Through 
Separation

What is the UMC’s future?
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On January 3, 2020 the UM News Service 
reported on a proposed plan of 
separation for consideration at the 2020 
General Conference.

The plan is the result of a mediated 
negotiation among a diverse group of 
leaders from across the geographical and 
theological spectrum of the UMC.

Though General Conference 2020 has
been postponed, the Protocol likely will 
be adopted at the next General 
Conference.



General Conference
What is the UMC’s future?

Features of the “Protocol of 

Reconciliation & Grace Through 

Separation”
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The Current UMC

The Post-Separation UMC
PSUMC

• Legal Continuation
• Adopt a Regional 

Conference Plan
• Remove any restrictive 

language related to 
sexuality in Book of 
Discipline

The New Traditionalist 
Denomination

• Call a convening 
conference in 2023

• Adopt a new Book of 
Discipline

• Begin full operation in 
2023 or 2024

The New 
Liberationist 

Denomination



General Conference
What is the UMC’s future?

Features of the Protocol
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1. Each Annual Conference would select which denomination to join.  A 57% 
majority required to switch to the Traditionalist Denomination.  Central 
Conferences would select by the same process but with a 2/3 majority 
required.

2. Any US Annual Conference or Central Conference which chooses not to 
vote will remain in the PSUMC. 

3. Individual congregations which do not agree with the choice of their Annual 
Conference can choose to move to the other denomination by a vote at a 
church conference.  The Church Council will decide whether to vote and the 
% required to switch denominations.



General Conference
What is the UMC’s future?
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4. All property, assets, and liabilities of any annual conference or 
congregation moving to the new denomination will go with them.  There 
are no payments or penalties required.  Unfunded pension liability moves 
to the new denomination.

5. Pastors and Bishops may choose to join the new denomination 
independent of their congregation.

6. Congregations desiring to leave the UMC, but not wanting to join the new 
traditionalist denomination must do so by an applicable Gracious Exit Plan.  
Payments and/or penalties proscribed in the Gracious Exit Plan will apply.

Features of the Protocol



General Conference
What is the UMC’s future?
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7. The General Boards and Agencies will remain with the PSUMC. Financial 
shortfalls in the PSUMC are expected to  drive later changes.

8. All other UMC denominational properties, assets, funds will remain with the      
PSUMC except for the following $ which will be paid from the PSUMC’s 
undesignated reserve funds:

• $25 million over 4 years paid to the new Traditionalist Denomination.
• $39 million over 8 years designated toward programs for ethnic minority 

ministries, including Africa University. This continues current level of 
support for 8 years.

• $2 million placed in escrow for the possible formation of a new 
Progressive/Liberationist denomination.

Features of the Protocol



General Conference
What is the UMC’s future?
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• The Protocol is adopted at the 2022 General Conference
August 29 – September 6, 2022

• Northern Illinois Annual Conference votes or not- stay or go?
Sometime after the General Conference and Jurisdictional Conferences

• The New Traditionalist Denomination holds a convening conference
Anticipated in 2023

• Individual Congregations vote if not aligned with their annual conference
Currently proposed four-year window for decision-making to 2026

• Traditionalist congregations (confirmed by vote) officially switch
Can make their decision anytime after General Conference vote

Features of the Protocol –

Potential Timeline



Four Futures:  My Opinion Only

Post-Separation UMC

• Unstable organization / substantial ongoing conflict between 
Progressives and Liberationists/financial distress

• Language related to sexuality deleted from Book of Discipline

• Curricula, programming, local church structure, & clergy 
deployment mandate LGBTQIA+ inclusion 

• Continued hierarchical structure with clergy domination and unilateral 
authority of bishops

• Accelerating departure from orthodox Christian faith

• Cancel culture comes to church/ myth of the “Big Tent”
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Four Futures:  My Opinion Only

Traditionalist Methodist Denomination
• Aligned “essentials” and “mission” leads to diversity 

and innovation in expression / messy to start
• More local and laity-led congregations
• Control of local church property, assets, and liabilities 

is with the local congregation
• Rewards risk-taking and entrepreneurial mission
• Organized by affinity of belief and practice rather 

than geography; ethnically diverse
• Significantly lower institutional overhead cost/ much 

lower apportionments
• Collaborative clergy deployment
• Term episcopacy
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Four Futures:  My Opinion Only
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Northern Illinois Conference

Goes “out of business” in 2024-
2028; merges with another 
Annual Conference. Institutional 
decline continues.

Centrist Constituency

Becomes extinct in the 
political wrangling between 
Progressives and 
Liberationists. No place left to 
stand for holdover defenders 
of the former institution.



What About Wesleyan Covenant Association?

• Will serve as the bridge to new 
traditionalist denomination (GMC)

• Draft of new Book of Doctrines and 
Discipline is available already 
online

• Northern Illinois Wesleyan 
Covenant Association website is 
WCAofIL.org. 

• Your local church has four years to 
choose a denominational home
after Protocol is approved

Northern Illinois 

Chapter



How Will The New Traditionalist 
Denomination Develop?
• An international Transitional

Leadership Council has developed a
Transitional Book of Doctrines and 
Discipline to guide the period between 
Protocol approval and convening 
conference of the new denomination. 

• The Global Methodist Church is ready
to launch. 

• You and your congregation may have 
up to four years to make a choice of 
where you will find “home”. 



Suggested
Next Steps
•Connected
• Informed
•Engaged
•Prepared: Spiritually, 
Relationally, 
Emotionally



Suggested
Next Steps
Connected

• With whom to network in 
my district and 
conference?

• How to tell others in my 
local congregation, class, 
small group, cluster?

• WCAofIL.org



Suggested
Next Steps
Informed
• Email List
• Websites
• WCA Membership
• WCA-sponsored events



Suggested
Next Steps
Engaged
• Talk to my/our pastor or other 

leaders
• Have “the talk” with 

congregation or its leaders
• Think through steps for your 

congregation
• Northern Illinois Wesleyan 

Covenant Association 



Suggested
Next Steps
Prepared 
• Spiritually 
• Emotionally
• Relationally



471784 - John Wesley Sending Thomas Coke  to Methodists in the U.S. 
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I am not afraid that the people called 
Methodists should ever cease to exist 
either in Europe or America. But I am 
afraid lest they should exist as a dead 
sect, having the form of religion 
without the power. And this 
undoubtedly will be the case, unless 
they hold fast both the doctrine, spirit, 
and discipline with which they first set 
out. 

John Wesley
Arminian Magazine, 1787



What do you 
anticipate next: 

Sunrise or Sunset?
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The End 

(of this Presentation – the Beginning 
of a New Future)

Rev. Dr. Scott Field can be contacted through 
WCAofIL.org
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Note:
The following slides are not part 
of the presentation unless they 
are helpful in answering some 

questions about the UMC and/or 
General Conference



“We are currently living through one of the transforming moments in the history of religion 
worldwide. …  Over the past century…the center of gravity in the Christian world has 
shifted inexorably southward, to Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Already today, the largest 
Christian communities on the planet are to be found in Africa and Latin America. If we 
want to visualize a “typical” contemporary Christian, we should think of a woman living in a 
village in Nigeria or in a Brazilian favela. As Kenyan scholar John Mbiti has observed, “the 
centers of the church’s universality are no longer in Geneva, Rome, Athens, Paris, London, 
New York, but Kinshasa, Buenos Aires, Addis Ababa, and Manila (and I would add, Seoul). 
Whatever Europeans or North Americans may believe, Christianity is doing very well 
indeed in the global South – not just surviving but expanding. …

The Future is Dawning Already…. 
Evangelical, Spirit-Anointed, Orthodox, Globally Diverse 



Soon, the phrase “a White Christian” may 
sound like a curious oxymoron, as mildly 
surprising as “a Swedish Buddhist.” … All 
too often, statements about what 
“modern Christians accept” refer only to 
what the ever-shrinking remnant of 
Western (secularized) Christians and 
Catholics believe. … The era of Western 
Christianity has passed within our 
lifetimes, and the day of Southern 
Christianity is dawning. The fact of change 
itself is undeniable: it has happened and 
will continue to happen.”
(Philip Jenkins, The Next Christendom: The Coming of Global 
Christianity. Oxford University Press, 2002) Hope for Today Staff / South Asia



Lift Up Your Heads…

“It would seem that Our Lord finds our desires not 
too strong, but too weak. We are half-hearted 
creatures, fooling about with drink and sex and 
ambition when infinite joy is offered us, like an 
ignorant child who wants to go on making mud pies 
in a slum because he cannot imagine what is meant 
by the offer of a holiday at the sea. We are far too 
easily pleased.”       ― C.S. Lewis



Overview of Church 
Membership

• UMC is the 2nd largest 

protestant denomination 

in the US.

• Total World-Wide 

membership is over 12.5 

million

• Approx. 7 million in US,          

5.5 million overseas – 5.3 

million in Africa (3 million 

of those are in Congo)1

US Membership Figures1

1Taken from data used to determine the 2020 General Conference Delegate Count and Distribution
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Overview of the UMC Governance Structure

• The UMC is organized similar to the US government.  We even have a UMC 

Constitution.

• Executive Branch – Each Annual Conference has a Bishop in Residence – 46 

in the US, ~20 overseas.  As a group they form the Council of Bishops.  

Within each Jurisdiction, they form a College of Bishops.

• Judicial Branch – There is a 9-person Judicial Council that decides whether 

new legislation is constitutional or not, and other points of law.

• The Legislative Branch is called General Conference.
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Overview of the General Conference

• The General Conference (GC) is a body of world-wide delegates elected by 
their respective Annual Conferences. 

• It is the only group with the right to change the UMC’s Book of Discipline 
(BOD) which is the doctrine, social principles, and administrative rules by 
which the UMC operates.

• The GC is half Clergy and half lay delegates.  For the 2022 GC there will be 
862 total delegates. 

• The GC meets every 4 years in presidential election years. The next meeting 
was scheduled for May 5 – 15, 2020 in Minneapolis, MN but has been 
postponed until 2022.
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Where do the 862 GC Delegates Come From?

US Jurisdictions
Number of 
Delegates

Southeastern 182

South Central 102

North Central 88     

Northeastern 84

Western 26

TOTAL US DELEGATES 482

Central Conferences
Number of 
Delegates

Congo 152

West Africa 86

Philippines 52

Africa 40

N. Europe and Eurasia 20

C. and S. Europe 14

Germany 6

TOTAL CC DELEGATES 370

Concordat Churches 10
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How are US Delegates Aligned?
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% Progressive Delegates



General Conference
What is the UMC’s future?

How can the Protocol be 

adopted at GC 2020?
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Delegate Coalitions Total Delegates %  Yes Votes

US Traditionalists 125 50% 62

US Centrist/Progressive 357 90%  321   

Africa 278 10% 28

Philippines 52 20% 10

N. Europe and Eurasia 20 50% 10

C. and S. Europe 14 50% 7  

Germany 6 100% 6

TOTAL 862 444      432 needed


